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Demir Bash was born in the city of Samarcand in the 800th year of the Hegira. His 

father and mother quarrelled before his birth, and never agreed after it; the cause of 

difference was whether their son (the stars had foretold it would be a son) should be 

called Demir Bash or Demir Tash – the father somehow carried this point and it was 

the only domestic one he ever did carry – and the boy was called Demir Bash by all 

the citizens of Samarcand and by his father ever after – though Sudabah, his mother, 

and her particular friends, could never be brought to denominate him otherwise than 

Demir Tash. 

 Upon her death-bed, many years afterwards, she sent for this only son, on whom 

she doted with the fondest affection. Her afflicted husband Calil stood with a mute 

and overwhelming air of sorrow at her left hand, her son in tears upon her right. There 

was a sick nurse in the chamber, in the act of shaking a mixture prescribed by one of 

two physicians, who were discussing in an ante-room whether the disease sprang from 

a redundance of bile, or a total want of it. The only point in which they coincided – 

was – that the patient was in no danger. Sudabah, however, could but just articulate – 

she beckoned with a faint smile to her son to approach. “Farewell,” said she, “I am 

going to heaven, my dear Demir Tash”. The last word of these her last words she 

uttered with as much emphasis as her strength permitted; and, turning to her husband 

with a look of triumph and pious resignation, she repeated the word “Tash”, and 

quietly expired. 

 She was deeply lamented and had an expensive funeral, with a pretty monument, 

which was kept in good repair till Calil married again, which he did at last, though 

inconsolable for many weeks. This might seem a work of supererogation, as the law 

allows to every true Mussulman four wives; but during the lifetime of Sudabah Calil 

had found it as well to dispense with the other three – and even after her demise he 

never availed himself of the full benefit of the statute. 

 The city of Samarcand was at this period under the dominion of Timour Lenc, or 

Timour the Lame, who had conquered all of Asia and as much of Europe as he found 

time to overrun. The greatest part of his life having been passed in this laudable 

pursuit, he had barely leisure to sojourn long in his good city of Samarcand, and when 

he did pay it a visit the whole of the inhabitants trembled for their pockets, which he 

and his ministers had contracted a habit of emptying. He also cut off heads, but with 

this practice his subjects found little or no fault provided that decapitation and 

confiscation did not go together. If the Sultan decollated the father of a family, his 

majesty was responsible to Mahomet for the sin, and the son might find another – or 

at least a father in law – (or four, as allowed by the law); but it was extremely difficult 

to acquire another estate when the first had been confiscated. 

 For these reasons those who had lost relatives and properties were greatly 

disaffected. Those who were deprived of their relations only were resigned and loyal, 

but the most outrageous and treasonable of subjects were such persons as had been 

permitted to retain and maintain large families, but had been stripped of their 

patrimonies by repeated exactions. However, the whole people exclaimed – when 

Timour was too far off to hear them – against the payment of money, and perpetually 
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swore that they had no more money to pay. They inveighed against war – they 

dispatched deputies to Timour, who had just taken Delhi, to congratulate him on his 

victories and implore a release from certain imposts, the collection of which they 

averred to be impossible. Timour accepted their compliments with an admirable grace 

– his reply was most gracious – he said “that his greatest glory (except the especial 

protection of Mahomet) was the approbation of the citizens of Samarcand; that his 

sole object in fighting was to conquer for them; that the legion raised by that faithful 

metropolis had covered itself and the field of battle with immortal honour, more 

particularly the eleven thousand who had fallen in the arms of Victory, which were 

capacious enough to receive them all; that their names would be everlasting, and the 

Gazette of that day got by heart by all posterity; that he only required a few thousand 

recruits and five hundred thousand tomans of gold to finish the contest, which he 

trusted would be forthwith furnished; that in the mean time half the number of the 

deputies should remain in pledge, and the remainder return to Samarcand with three 

standards and a heron’s tail, taken from the head of the dead Mogul general, to be 

placed in the Mosque of Samarcand between the bridle of Balaam’s ass and the sacred 

curtains brought from the shrine of Mecca”. 

 Such were the politics of Samarcand at the birth of Demir Bash. The whole city 

went out to meet the standards. All the citizens were delighted with the heron’s tail. 

To be sure, the account of killed had put some three and thirty thousand persons into 

mourning, but all agreed that Glory was Glory – especially the tailors. A day of 

festivity was appointed and kept, public thanksgivings were thanked, songs were 

sung, wine (for they were not rigid Mahometans) was drunk, the mosques were 

illuminated with circles of lamps as during the Bairam, the women danced and talked 

without ceasing, the men stalked about in their holiday garments, the whole city rang 

with mirth and music to the very suburbs, the rich made feasts for their equals, and 

plentiful tables (for that day only) were furnished for the poor. All was unvaried 

festivity – the day was delightful – the night was sublime – and the next morning all 

Samarcand awoke with the headache. 

 The next day at six by the Mahometan reckoning, but twelve by all Christian 

clocks (for they differ as much in their mode of apportioning Time as Eternity), the 

next day at noon – as Calil, looking like saffron from the excess of yesterday, walked 

forth to the bazaar – when he met many of his acquaintance in a like condition – he 

heard the voice of the crier from the minaret; but the state of his stomach not 

permitting him to perform the requisite prostrations of a devout Mussulman, he 

determined to postpone his prayers till the evening. 

 But he soon found that the words of the crier regarded temporal concerns only, 

and joining the crowd which accumulated in the open space around the mosque, his 

ears were regaled with the following proposition. “In the name of Timour the lame – 

whose form is perfection – whose word is wisdom – whose deeds are mercy – the 

brother of the Sun and Moon – cousin to the planets – and a distant connection of the 

remotest stars – the king of the world, to whom nothing can be refused – and if it is 

refused is taken nevertheless – you, his faithful subjects and honoured citizens of 

Samarcand, are hereby summoned to decide by lot to the amount of eleven thousand 

volunteers for the invincible army of the most indulgent of sovereigns: and to provide 

further with all speed the sum of five hundred thousand tomans for his royal 

accommodation in such equitable divisions of payment as may become the first of 

cities to the most generous of monarchs. And in virtue of this being done, all further 

imposts, taxes, duties, customs &
c
. &

c
. shall be remitted – saving only one small and 

optional tax – which none need pay who prefer dispensing with the article on which it 
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is laid – viz., a tax on Respiration – and those who do not choose to respire shall be 

exempt from all demands.” 

 It would be difficult to describe the emotions of the hearers at this brilliant 

harangue, to which the peroration and promised remission by no means reconciled 

anybody: they first stared, then looked on the ground, then whispered, then 

murmured; the poor would not serve, but every one suggested the expediency of 

serving to his next neighbour. The rich complimented each other with the precedence 

in furnishing the contribution; no one seemed disposed to be magnificent, or warlike. 

At length the murmurs became like the rush of waters, and louder and louder, till a 

furious tumult ensued: blows were struck – stones were thrown – guards were called 

for – the men ran home for their sabres – the women screamed – and the children 

roared – all the streets were in an uproar: the fact was that the city of Samarcand was 

not yet sober. A party of the younger inhabitants of the bazaar, headed by an 

Armenian breeches-maker who had become bankrupt by furnishing Tamerlane’s body 

guard with trousers upon credit, broke open the door of the minaret, and ascending to 

the gallery at the summit, threw down the crier, who cried out more lustily than ever, 

but was less listened to. He fell amongst a party of Parthian guards just arrived to 

disperse the mob, dismounting the officer who led them, and breaking two ribs and 

the small bone of his right ankle in the concussion, besides receiving several 

contusions, which the surgeon said required many embrocations and long attendance. 

Everybody was by this time too fully employed to mind him, and his was not the only 

surgical case already fit for investigation. The Parthians flew upon the crowd and the 

citizens belaboured the Parthians; a great many turbans and some heads amongst them 

flew about, the clamour and the mob increased every moment, and as all the citizens 

were armed, the disturbance might have been very fatal, had they divided into equal 

parties; but their whole fury was bent against the unlucky soldiery, who were only 

doing their duty, and after a severe conflict were obliged to withdraw, which they did 

at full speed, leaving the market-place to the victors, with all the wounded, dead, 

dismounted, and missing, as trophies. And then the conquerors began to ask why they 

had been fighting? 

 This was a question which nobody seemed at leisure to answer – but all agreed 

that, as they had begun, it was as well to go on – and on this principle before sunset 

all Samarcand was in open rebellion. 

 Calil in the beginning of the fray had been contented to remain a spectator, but 

example being very contagious – the fumes of yesterday’s festival being also 

condensed into that kind of headache – which renders a man of spirit rather fractious 

– more particularly when the peccant part is admonished by the flat side of a sabre – 

which a Parthian thought proper to apply by way of plaster to Calil’s skull as he stood 

gazing at the commencement of the riot – all these reasons induced Calil, without 

reasoning at all, to betake himself to what he afterwards called self-defence – that 

was, to lay about him, and everyone within reach of his weapons, in the most 

offensive manner; so that before the victory was decided he had done enough to 

forfeit fifty heads and twice as many estates, if Tamerlane’s government should ever 

govern again. 

 All the citizens were of the same opinion. They therefore shut the gates – 

examined their fortifications – chose a council – elected the Armenian breeches-

maker (whose name was Dumouss) General-in-chief; and then began to look about for 

an army. 

 This was not the easiest thing in the world to find – at least an army to oppose 

Tamerlane’s – for the brilliant youth of the city had been drafted off to those cursed 
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campaigns which at last seemed likely to end at home, and those who remained, 

though sufficiently numerous to beat the guards in garrison (who were few, as 

Samarcand had been esteemed the most loyal of all possible cities), and cut a 

respectable figure in a popular tumult, yet they had neither inclination nor ability to 

muster force for the open field – and still less to stand a regular siege. They therefore 

determined to throw themselves on the protection of the Sophi of Persia, and selected 

Calil as their ambassador. 

 Calil – who had not yet recovered from his headache – which had been 

considerably increased by the application before mentioned – and several additional 

bumps in the course of the conflict – was at home rubbing his sinciput with a balsam 

(Opodeldoc had not yet been compounded and exported), and cursing his stars – 

together with all tax-gatherers – potentates – guards – sabres – and vendors of wine 

whatsoever, while Subadah his wife stood by him asking questions, when he received 

his credentials. 

 He took them without much parley – peeped at Demir-bash, who was sprawling 

on a sofa, and patted his cheek – gave Subadah a short domestic charge; and calling 

for his slaves, mounted a dromedary, which set off carrying him and the fate of 

Samarcand in a letter to the Sophi – written in very good Arabic, by the Clerk of the 

Cauzee (or “Cadi”, as it is metamorphosed in European orthography), and looked 

upon as an exquisite specimen of diplomatic supplication. 

 Before Calil had got an hour’s ride from the city gate, he began to commune with 

himself on the nature of his charge, and its probable consequences. He could calculate 

with no great probability on the Sophi’s succour, or its efficacy if granted. He knew 

that Tamerlane neither wanted the power nor the will on the smallest pretext to make 

a mummy of the Sophi, and a pyramid of the numskulls of Samarcand with his own in 

particular as a pinnacle to the edifice. He considered all this with the deepest attention 

for three minutes; and in the end, like a true patriot, changed his politics and his road 

at the same moment – and instead of the way to Isfahan, pursued the route to Delhi. 

 His retinue seemed a little surprised: but the affair was his, not theirs; and it 

became them to follow the ambassador’s dromedary. The ambassador’s dromedary 

having travelled that road before, appeared to give it the preference, and this was an 

additional inducement to Calil, who thought that Mahomet had inspired the animal 

with this predilection in favourable coincidence with his own. It never occurred to 

him that a dromedary could have any notions of his own, or that Mahomet had other 

things to think of than the politics of Samarcand. 

 In a reasonable number of weeks they reached Tamerlane’s encampment round 

the city of Delhi, and were luckily the first bearers of the intelligence of the revolt – 

for nobody had heard anything of the fugitive remains of the Parthian garrison. 

Tamerlane was at this time solacing himself in his haram. He had the legal number of 

wives, and was an attentive husband; but on his expeditions these were left at home, 

and the Tartar sovereign was permitted the indulgencies of chaste concubinage during 

the warlike season of the year. 

 But on the day after Calil’s arrival, and before the ambassador could be presented, 

– His Majesty was seized with a fit of the gout, which enflamed his toes and his 

temper to that degree that Calil began to wish that he had pursued the route prescribed 

by his instructions – a consideration which came a little of the latest. But there was no 

avoiding the audience, for Timour was a man of business, and though indisposed, 

would postpone nothing. So, between two long double rows of white and black 

eunuchs, ranged like the pieces of a game at drafts; clothed in a long caftan of state, 

and led through the avenues of the royal pavilion, Calil, with many palpitations and 
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prostrations, made his obeisance in the sublime presence. When Tamerlane, instead of 

the expected men and money, heard nothing but rebellion of subjects and expulsion of 

troops, he became furious, and swore by the pigeon that picked the peas from the ear 

of Mahomet, and by the hump of the holy camel, that he would sow with salt the 

ground where Samarcand stood, and make a supper for the crows of all the 

inhabitants. 

 This was his first ebullition: but by and bye he thought of contenting himself by 

what he called decimating the citizens: that was (according to the royal mode of 

calculation), punishing nine out of ten with corporal infliction, and the tenth man by 

mulct. From this he made, however, an amnesty in favour of Calil (who had made 

ashes of his Arabic credentials to the Sophy), whom he firmly believed to be the most 

loyal and only faithful subject of his native city. 

 Tamerlane was not a man of many words. Before Samarcand had a notion of 

Calil’s having had a reply from the Sophi, the inhabitants, awaking one morning, 

found that the town had become the head quarters of Timour, and that his army had 

the honour of forming a guard for their immaculate ambassador, the faithful Calil. 

 


